Over the past 100 years, there has been a steady progression of innovations that enhance the driving experience, in particular the continuing trend toward automating more driving tasks. "Human Factors for Limited-Ability Autonomous Driving Systems," an Exploratory Advanced Research (EAR) Program project, aims to investigate driver engagement through the development of limited-ability autonomous driving systems. Part of the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) long-term strategy in understanding autonomous systems, the 3-year study is being conducted by General Motors Corporation and Delphi Corporation (Delphi Electronics and Safety and Delphi Steering).

A Brief History of Vehicle Automation

In-vehicle innovations have steadily evolved to supplement the driver’s ability during normal driving and to augment the driver’s ability to respond to critical situations. Early innovations used during normal driving include the automatic transmission, cruise control, and power steering. More recently, adaptive cruise control has been introduced in this category. Early innovations used in critical situations include power steering and brakes, with later additions including antilock brakes, traction control systems, and stability enhancement systems. Most recently, some manufacturers in Asia and Europe already have introduced collision-mitigation braking systems and lane-keeping systems. New features, such as a lane-centering system that also controls steering, indicate that it will not be long before vehicles are on the market that can move autonomously for substantial distances toward a destination with limited driver input.

Working With Human Factors

This EAR project addresses a critical technology and knowledge gap that limits the near-term availability of vehicles able to control their own speed and steering for substantial distances on public roads. This gap exists in how to help drivers maintain adequate situation awareness so that they are prepared to intervene when traffic conditions require. With this in mind, two next-generation driver-assistance technologies that provide longitudinal and lateral control automation, smart adaptive cruise control and lane centering, will be used in human factor studies and experiments in simulators, on test tracks, and on public roads. These trials will address concerns raised by previous research, regarding the need to carefully design autonomous driving systems to avoid potential adverse effects from driver inattention, when they are made available to the general public.

Automated Driving Challenges

Despite the many benefits expected from automated driving, researchers expect some problems during initial deployment, such as that drivers may become over-reliant on automated systems, or evoke the systems in situations beyond their design parameters. For avionics and other safety-critical automation systems, maintaining adequate situation awareness has been identified as one of the most effective strategies for minimizing response time and improving accuracy when human intervention is required. This project will therefore develop and test strategies intended to help drivers maintain adequate situation awareness when operating vehicles that have limited-ability autonomous driving capability.

The Future of Automation

“The introduction of autonomous driving systems is a major focus area for us because it would bring so
many benefits to the road,” says Dr. Kunik Lee at FHWA. “In particular, it would reduce congestion by smoothing the flow of traffic as well as reducing the number of accidents and the severity of those accidents that do occur.” Lee continues, “Technologies developed to improve driver situation awareness will also have relevance beyond limited-ability autonomous driving and can be applied to most automated systems intended to reduce the work of the driving task.” This EAR project aims to take the lead in research to increase understanding of the human–machine interactions necessary for the safety of limited-ability autonomous driving systems and will ultimately help the transportation community understand how future systems and drivers should share driving tasks.

This EAR project is expected to address the following about automated systems:

- Relevant information should be available in a practical timeframe and designed to aid situation awareness.
- Information should be in a format easily understandable to the driver.
- The system should make it easy for drivers to learn the system’s functionality and behavior.
- Automated system behavior should always be immediately predictable to a driver.
- Simple, low-stress mechanisms should enable the transfer between driver and system control.
- The system should improve the efficiency and safety of the highway transportation system.

**Learn More**

For more information on this EAR Program project, contact Dr. Kunik Lee at FHWA, 202-493-3491 (email: kunik.lee@dot.gov).